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Abstract

ter modularise DRE concerns at the model level.

Model-driven engineering (MDE) addresses platform complexity by abstracting platform-independent
models for subsequent transformation to platformspecific models. This facilitates the design of a single
system model and the subsequent generation of multiple model transformations targeted towards specific
platforms. However, the increasing complexity of distributed real-time embedded (DRE) systems complicates
the development of adequate system models by requiring
multiple concerns, some of which may be crosscutting,
to be modelled. Separation of concerns, a software engineering technique that decomposes systems into distinct
features with minimal overlap, can be used to manage complexity. Aspect-oriented software development
(AOSD) is an emerging technique to separate crosscutting concerns in software and has been demonstrated to
improve modularity and thereby reduce the complexity
of software. In this paper1 we show how Theme/UML,
an aspect-oriented design approach, can be used to bet-
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Introduction

Model-driven engineering addresses complexity arising from the need to port systems to multiple platforms by abstracting platform-independent models
from which platform-specific models and code can be
generated. The MDE focus on high-level abstractions
and subsequent concrete transformations affords developers a number of benefits including time savings, code
quality improvements and enhanced platform migration [6]. Most importantly, MDE enables the development of systems that are “correct-by-construction”
[10].
While MDE can enhance the software development
process, the increasing complexity of distributed, realtime embedded systems impacts on the ease with which
adequate system models can be created using standard object-oriented modelling techniques. DRE system models are typically required to represent nonfunctional quality of service (QoS) concerns relating to,
for example, time and performance, that have systemwide impact [9, 4, 12]. Such concerns are considered
crosscutting because they affect the structure and behaviour of functional concerns and cannot be cleanly
decomposed. The presence of crosscutting concerns in
a system results in the tangling of behaviours that represent distinct concerns and therefore impacts negatively on system complexity.
Separation of concerns has long been recognised as
a useful way to manage system complexity [5]. However, it has been established that total separation of
concerns is not possible with the object-oriented soft-
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ware development paradigm [8]. Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) extends the modularisation
capabilities of the object-oriented paradigm and has
demonstrated effectiveness at modularising crosscutting concerns in DRE systems [7, 12, 1]. AOSD works
by decomposing systems into modules that each represent a distinct concern and then binding or weaving
the modularised concerns together to form a complete
system.
Theme/UML [3] is an aspect-oriented design approach that extends standard UML. In this paper we
introduce Theme/UML and show by means of example
how it can modularise concerns at the modelling level,
thereby reducing complexity in DRE systems.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2
presents an overview of Theme/UML. Section 3 illustrates how Theme/UML can be used to modularise a
timing concern in an in-car driver information system
and a memory management concern (discussed outside
of any particular application scenario). Finally, Section
4 discusses current work.
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are specified as part of the composition process. This
behaviour allows crosscutting non-functional DRE concerns to be modularised and subsequently composed
with specific points in the base behaviour of a system.
The following section illustrates how Theme/UML
can be used to modularise two DRE concerns - timing
of system behaviour and memory management.

3

Separating DRE
Theme/UML

Concerns

with

This section shows how, using Theme/UML, it is
possible to separate non-functional crosscutting concerns from core DRE system behaviour at the modelling level.

3.1

Timing Concern

A driver information system (DIS) is an automotive vehicle’s display and information centre. A DIS
is responsible for providing an interface to various aspects of a vehicle’s current operating environment e.g.,
navigation instructions, collision avoidance warnings,
climate control information and stereo and telephone
data. Such systems can often be controlled via multiple
user interfaces e.g., voice, touch and gesture.
DISs are composed of multiple services. Depending on a vehicle’s operating context e.g., location and
speed, it is desirable to constrain the execution times
of certain services in order to favour more important
services. For example, in the case that a vehicle is
travelling at high speed in the presence of other vehicles, the collision avoidance service should be favoured
over services such as the driver’s mobile phone or the
vehicle’s stereo system.
An object-oriented design of the execution time
monitoring behaviour in this scenario involves scattering and tangling execution monitoring code throughout
the system so that the behaviour of each DIS service
can be subjected to timing constraints. The execution
timing concern is orthogonal to the core behaviour offered by each DIS service and therefore they should be
modelled separately.
Figure 1 illustrates the design of the DIS using
Theme/UML. The design consists of two themes.
DriverSystem (on the right-hand side of the figure)
is a base theme that represents the core behaviour of
the DIS. The base theme contains a number of classes
that represent a subset of common DIS services. Each
class in the DriverSystem theme contains a method
called processEvent() that is responsible for coordinating the behaviour of the service represented by the
class.

Theme/UML

Theme/UML is part of the broader Theme approach. Theme is an integrated methodology for AOSD
that covers the requirements analysis, design and implementation phases of the software development lifecycle [3]. Theme/UML extends standard UML to explicitly support the modularisation and composition of
concerns in design. The associated methodology extends existing object-oriented design methods and provides guidance on how to use these extensions. The
extensions to the UML include a new type of classifier
called a theme and a new type of relationship called a
composition relationship.
A theme is a package-like structure that encapsulates UML diagrams, e.g., class diagrams and sequence diagrams, that describe the structure and the
behaviour of a concern. Themes representing crosscutting concerns are called aspect themes, while those that
do not are called base themes. Theme/UML provides
means to compose (e.g., merge or override) concepts
and behaviours between themes.
Of particular relevance to this paper is the merging of behaviour from DRE aspect themes with that in
base themes. The behavioural flow in an aspect theme
is crosscutting, i.e., it is meant to be inserted in the behavioural flow of other themes. The composition of two
flows belonging to different themes is achieved by identifying a trigger method in one theme that defines the
actual place, known as the join point, where the other
flow should be inserted. Join points from base themes
2
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Figure 1. Separation of the timing concern in the driver information system using Theme/UML
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TimedBehaviour is an aspect theme that is applied
to DriverSystem. The aspect theme describes the
structure and behaviour of the timing constraints to
which the services in the base theme are subjected.
The structure is described by two classes, Timed and
Timer. Timed contains a trigger method called op()
and timing behaviour to execute before and after the
trigger method. Timed uses the services of a timer object which is modelled by the Timer class. Template
parameters to a theme (including trigger methods) are
illustrated in the top right-hand corner of the theme.
The behaviour of the aspect theme is modelled by a
sequence diagram. Later in the development process,
during composition, templates are replaced by base elements specified in a bind statement in the composition
relationship between themes. The actual execution of
this real behaviour is captured by prepending do before the template trigger name. In this example, the
TimedBehaviour sequence diagram illustrates two alternate behaviours. When the trigger method op() is
invoked the timer is initiated for some period of time.
The amount of time can be specified through a further template parameter called t. If the timed method
(represented by do op()) returns within the specified
time period then the timer is cancelled. Alternatively,
if the trigger method fails to return within its allotted
time then the timer will expire and interrupt the service that is currently executing i.e., the operation that
triggered this timing behaviour.
The aspect and base themes are associated with each
other through the bind tag of the composition relationship, located at the top of Figure 1. The bind tag identifies which methods in the base theme cause the behaviour in the aspect theme to be triggered i.e., which
methods replace op(). The bind relationship specifies
that the processEvent() method in each class in the
base theme triggers the timing concern. Specifically, it
specifies that all services apart from collision avoidance
are restricted to 4 units of execution time e.g., milliseconds, while the collision avoidance service is favoured
with an execution restriction of 20 units of time.

3.2

situation where non-functional memory management
behaviour is tangled with the system’s functional behaviour. Memory management can therefore be considered a crosscutting concern and has been previously
identified as such [11, 12, 8].
Figure 2 illustrates the Theme/UML design of a
memory management concern that can be applied to
any system behaviour that requires access to memory.
BaseSystem is a base theme that represents a collection of core system behaviours. The theme contains
a single module that has one method responsible for
executing core system functionality involving manipulation of variables. This method requires the application of memory management behaviour to allocate and
deallocate physical memory for its variables.
MemoryManagement (on the left-hand side of the figure) is an aspect theme that is bound to the base
theme. The aspect theme describes the structure and
behaviour of the separated memory management functionality. The theme’s structure is defined by the
MemMan class which contains methods responsible for
the allocation and deallocation of memory. This class
also contains a trigger method, op(), that performs
the same function as the trigger method in the timing
aspect discussed in Section 3.1 i.e., it is bound to a
method in the base theme and triggers the execution
of the behaviour in the aspect theme. The template
parameters to the aspect theme are shown in the top
right-hand corner of the theme and specify that methods in the base theme can map to op() in the aspect
theme.
Beneath the MemMan class in the aspect theme is a sequence diagram that models the behaviour of the memory management concern. When the template method
op() is invoked, the alloc() method is executed to
allocate memory. When the actual behaviour from the
base theme, represented by the do op() method, has
terminated, the dealloc() method is invoked to deallocate the memory. The aspect theme’s behaviour terminates when the memory has been deallocated.
The base and aspect themes are composed through
the composition relationship specified by the bind tag,
which is positioned above the base theme in Figure
2. The bind tag illustrates that the sole method in the
base theme is composed with the memory management
behaviour i.e., method() replaces op(). In cases where
the base theme consists of more than one module with
one method i.e., the vast majority of cases, the bind
tag could be extended in the same manner as is shown
in Figure 1 to specify that the memory management
behaviour should also be applied to other methods in
the base theme.

Memory Management Concern

Real-time, embedded systems typically cannot tolerate the unpredictable delays associated with garbage
collection. Consequently, programming languages targeting real-time embedded platforms provide techniques for accessing memory that avoid the use of automatic garbage collection. The use of these memory
management constructs generally involves manually allocating and deallocating memory as necessary, before
and after core system functionality. This results in a
4
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Figure 2. Separation of the memory management concern with Theme/UML
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3.3

Summary

Figure 3 depicts an overview of the application development process that the will be facilitated by the
new tools we are developing. Theme/UML, along with
an accompanying composition model, is used to design
well modularised platform-independent models. These
models are used to automatically generate platformspecific models (PSM) e.g., C, C++ or Real-Time Java
models, by transforming the Theme/UML platformindependent meta-model to a platform-specific metamodel. The PSMs are then automatically transformed
to platform-specific code.
Our previous work used the Java Emitter Templates
(JET), an Eclipse Modelling Framework-based technology, to transform PSMs to executable source code. We
are currently investigating alternative approaches to
code generation that meet our requirements in terms of
transforming models to code for deployment on embedded platforms. The platforms our Theme/UML MDE
tool will target include C and C++.

The design of the timing and memory management
concerns using Theme/UML illustrates that aspectoriented design can better modularise core behaviour
by extracting non-functional requirements and encapsulating them in aspect themes. The crosscutting behaviour can then be merged with the core behaviour in
base themes as necessary. The parameterisation of the
bind relationship illustrates how it is possible to alter
the crosscutting behaviour that is applied to the base
as appropriate.
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Current Work
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